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I. Summary
The primary industry is facing a direct impact of the climate and environmental
change. In order to be close to the local industry, this study targeted Pinglin, “the
tea’s home of the north”, as the region of the study. It is found that the time for tea
leaf  picking changed drastically,  which increases  the difficulty of   division of
labour between tea picking and making. On top of the change of modern people’s
living habits, Pinglin’s tea industry now faces a predicament of decrease in market
demand and difficulty in producing teas at the same time. 

This study uses meteorological  data,  field study records to analyze and verify
Pinglin’s ancient proverbs which are very familiar to the locals; the study also
discusses whether these proverbs are still suitable for the present time being and
the potential impact it may bring to the Pinglin’s local tea industry. In addition, it
derives  a  new set  of  climate  proverbs  that  are  suitable  to  the  local’s  current
condition  to  adapt  to  climate  change.  This  study  promotes  climate-related
knowledge with the method of being close to the locals and wishes to let  the
Pinglin’s tea industry and the residents to understand relevant knowledge of the
climate change, and to infuse new energy to Pinglin region. Hope to evoke the
locals to focus on the relationship between man and the land, and to care about the
weather  while  discussing to  each other  how man and the land can interact  to
indirectly  reach the harmony between the residents.  Furthermore,  the goals  of
adapting to the climate change and sustainability development can be reached. 

This study verified the following proverbs: “Tang zhe ti goeh-thau, ou koa ti ni-
tau; Tang zhe ti tiong-yang, bo she koh bo sng; Tang zhe ti goeh-boe, ou koa chia
li goeh” , “Li goeh chheng beng ban te chheng-beng jit, sa goeh chheng-beng ban
te ban chap kang” , “Lip-chhun loh-ho thau chheng-beng”, “Jit thau sang suann,
bina ah zai tsang sui tei lai mah”, and “Chhun bong phak si kui, ha bong cho toa
bhui”. 

II. Method of Study
1. Field interview: 

We care  about  how people  feel  about  the  climate and the knowledge passed
down from ancient wisdom. Thus, we adopted the method of field interview by
entering the region directly to conduct the most direct investigation and building
our relationship with the region. We interviewed Pinglin’s elders, middle-aged
people,  and young,  three  generations.  The interview content  started from the
perspective of climate and tea knowledge to understand these three generations’
senses and the knowledge to climate. This is also the phase to collect climate
knowledge, traditional climate, and tea-related proverbs that are passed around in
the Pinglin region. 

2. Data analysis: 
Meteorological  data  (temperature:  1991  ~  2017,  rainfall:  2001~2017)  from
Central Weather Bureau Pinglin Station (C0A530) which is located on the top of
the  Shuiliujiao  Mountain  in  Pinglin  was  analyzed,  combining  with  the  local
weather  and  tea-proverbs  to  verify  the  proverbs’  accuracies  in  the  past  and
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whether they are still suitable for the future under climate change. 

III.Proverbs in Explanation
1. “Tang zhe ti goeh-thau, ou koa ti ni-tau; Tang zhe ti tiong-yang,

bo she koh bo sng; Tang zhe ti goeh-boe, ou koa chia li goeh”
The following is  our interpretation for this proverb: When the winter solstice
falls  in  the  beginning of  November  on the Chinese calendar,  the  end of  this
year’s December would be very cold; when the winter solstice falls in the middle
of November on the Chinese calendar,  this year would be warmer;  when the
winter  solstice  falls  at  the  end  of  November  on  the  Chinese  calendar,  the
following January on the Chinese calendar would be very cold. In order to verify
this  proverb,  we  matched  Pinglin’s  meteorological  records  to  the  respective
Chinese  calendars  and  separated  the  years  with  winter  solstice  falling  at  the
beginning,  middle,  and the end of  the month;  the results  were plotted in  the
following figures for December and January of the Chinese calendar.

Figure 1: “Tang zhe ti tiong-yang” Average monthly temperature of December and
January of the Chinese calendar

(the dots at the front are the average temperatures for the month of December, the
following dots are the average temperatures for the month of January)

From Figure 1, it clearly shows the years with “Tang zhe ti goeh-thau” had the
average temperatures of December lower than January’s average temperature.
For  the  year  with  “Tang  zhe  ti  goeh-boe”,  most  of  January’s  average
temperatures were lower or equal to December’s average temperatures except for
2009. This fits the proverb’s saying.
Next figure is plotted for “Tang zhe ti tiong-yang”, which shows in figure 2 that
when the winter solstice falls in the middle of the month, the monthly averages
were lower than the long-term average regardless for December or January. It
can be interpreted as it was on the colder side and extremely cold temperatures
occurred in  December  2011.  This  phenomenon had a  conflict  with  what  the
proverb described as the warmer condition in “Tang zhe ti tiong-yang, bo she
koh bo sng”. Thus, I believe this part is no longer suitable for the present time
and environment. 

Average temperature of
January

Average temperature of
January

Average temperature of
December

Average temperature of
December

Series 1Series 1

“Tang zhe ti goeh-boe” Average monthly temperature of
December and January on the Chinese calendar

“Tang zhe ti goeh-thau” Average monthly temperature of
December and January on the Chinese calendar
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Figures 2: “Tang zhe ti tiong-yang” Average monthly temperature of December
and January of the Chinese calendar

During the final presentation at the end of the June, the participating residents of
Pinglin shared with us that most of the people now omit the part (Tang zhe ti
tiong-yang, bo she koh bo sng) when they use this proverb; only the remaining
part (Tang zhe ti goeh-thau, ou koa ti ni-tau; Tang zhe ti goeh-boe, ou koa chia li
goeh) is used. This happened to correspond to our findings. The fact mentioned
above  verified  this  proverb’s  truthfulness.  Now to  extrapolate  from the  time
interval,  45~60 days after the winter solstice in the beginning of the Chinese
calendar’s November is the end of the December on the Chinese calendar; when
the winter solstice is at the end of Chinese calendar’s November, 45~60 days
later is the following year’s January on the Chinese calendar as well. In other
words, this proverb describes the phenomenon of “The coldest time of a year is
during the period of 45~60 days after the winter solstice”.  

For the tea industry, February on the calendar is the tea’s hibernation period and
March is  a  critical  growth period for  the  spring tea.  If  one  can predict  both
months’  weather  conditions  in  general,  then  one  can roughly  grasp  the  tea’s
growth condition to determine the strategies such as the field management and
labor hiring. Inspired by this proverb, we conceive that whether it is possible to
find  out  the  following  calendar  year’s  February’s  and  March’s  weather
conditions based on when the winter solstice occurs at the beginning or the end
of November on the Chinese calendar.  Therefore,  I  attempted to separate the
years with winter solstice falling at the beginning, middle, and the end of the
month and plotted the monthly average temperatures of January to March of the
calendar year, and discussed them one by one. 

Before the year 2005, when the winter solstices were at the beginning of the
month, the monthly averages of January, February and March’s graph show a V
shape. February was slightly colder. After the year 2005, the monthly averages of
January, February, and March’s graph are an upside-down V shape when the
winter solstices were at the beginning of the month. And the temperatures for the
month of February were warmer than previously.

Average temperature of
January

Series 1 Average temperature of
December

“Tang zhe ti tiong-yang” Average temperature of Chinese calendar’s
December and January
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Figure 3: “Tang zhe ti goeh-thau” Anomaly of average monthly temperature of January
to March 

(Anomaly of average monthly temperature: The monthly average temperature – the
monthly average temperature of the same month from 1991~2017)

For the years with the winter solstice in the middle of the month, the weather in
January, February, and March did not have any pattern, they showed a sign of
orderless. Yet it is worth noting that such years’ average temperatures were on
the lower side, especially after 2005 when they all encountered an extremely low
temperature (a special case of snowing even occurred in 2016).

Figures 4: “Tang zhe ti tiong-yang” Anomaly of average monthly temperature of
January to March

Before the year 2005, when the winter solstice was at the end of the month, the
monthly averages of January, February and March’s graph show an upside-down
V shape with a very obvious situation of warmer February and colder March.
Yet, this temperature characteristic no longer existed after the year 2005 and the
graph became smoother consistently. 

Tang zhe ti goeh-thauTang zhe ti goeh-thau

Tang zhe ti tiong-yang Tang zhe ti tiong-yang
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Figures 5: “Tang zhe ti goeh-boe” Anomaly of average monthly temperature of January
to March

We can discover from the analysis above that the year 2005 is a cutoff line for
the following year’s January’s, February’s, and March’s temperatures to match
different patterns when the winter solstice was at the beginning or at the end of
the month. Both are highly correlated. However, in theory, the winter solstice’
date on the calendar is fixed on December 24th or 25th, and the reason that it is on
different dates on the Chinese calendar is merely the two calendars have different
scales. It should not have any effect on the weather regardless of the calendar
system. Nevertheless, according to the result of the analysis above, they indeed
have some kind of relationship. Thus, we suspect whether there exists a global or
regional weather phenomenon that happens to match the year with the winter
solstice  falls  at  the  beginning,  middle  and  the  end  of  the  month  and  further
causes  the  above  phenomenon.  Here,  we  attempted  to  connect  the  dots  to
Oceanic Niño Index, ONI. 

The years with the winter solstice at the beginning of the month corresponded to La
Niña before 2005, and the  years with the winter solstice at the beginning of the
month happened to match El Niño after 2005. 

Figures 6: Years with “Tang zhe ti goeh-thau” and references to Oceanic Niño Index

For the years with the winter solstice in the middle of the month, it encountered
the switching year between El Niño and La Niña; the rest of the years do not show
any obvious relationships. 

Tang zhe ti goeh-boeTang zhe ti goeh-boe
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Figures 7: Years with “Tang zhe ti tiong-yang” and references to Oceanic Niño Index 

The  years  with  the  winter  solstice  at  the  end  of  the  months  approximately
matched El Niño before the year 2005 and clearly matched La Niña after the year
2005.

Figures 8: Years with “Tang zhe ti goeh-boe” and references to Oceanic Niño Index

The information above shows there is no obvious relationship between El Niño
and its respective match; the evaluation procedure and method are also extremely
subjective.  Thus,  we  were  unable  to  determine  whether  there  exists  a  high
correlation between the time of  winter solstice on the Chinese calendar and El
Niño. Finally, let us conclude with the following table: 

Tang zhe ti
goeh-thau

Before  2005,  La  Niña,  Average  temperatures  of  January,
February, and March are a V shape.
After 2005, El Niño, Average temperatures of January, February,
and March are an upside-down V shape.

Tang zhe ti
tiong-yang

Before 2005,  El Niño and La Niña switching, the pattern was
unclear.
After 2005, the temperatures were overall colder.

Tang zhe ti
goeh-boe

Before  2005,  El  Niño,  Average  temperatures  of  January,
February, and March are an upside-down V shape.
After 2005, La Niña, Average temperatures of January, February,
and March are not obvious with an upside-down V shape.
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Table 1: Proverb “Tang zhe ti goeh-thau, ou koa ti ni-tau; Tang zhe ti tiong-yang, bo she
koh bo sng; Tang zhe ti goeh-boe, ou koa chia li goeh” verification’s conclusion

2. “Li goeh chheng beng ban te chheng-beng jit, sa goeh chheng-
beng ban te ban chap kang”
This  proverb  means  that  if  the  Qingming  falls  in  February  on  the  Chinese
calendar, then the tea leaf picking needs to be done before the Qingming day. But
if the Qingming falls in March on the Chinese calendar, then the tea leaf picking
has to be done ten days after Qingming.  A common result found via internet
searches on this proverb would be “Li goeh chheng beng ban te ban chap kang,
sa goeh chheng-beng ban te chheng-beng jit”. Yet the proverb that is well known
in the Pinglin region is “Li goeh chheng beng ban te chheng-beng jit, sa goeh
chheng-beng ban te ban chap kang”. The two versions are completely opposite
on the prediction of the tea leaf picking time. 

Proverbs are the cumulation ancient wisdom and experiences, but there can be
variations on the interpretation and passing of the proverb since the climate and
habits  are  different  among different  regions.  Perhaps  the  residents  in  Pinglin
adjusted this ancient proverb partially based on their local experiences to fit the
local’s conditions. This study first found each year’s Qingming on the Chinese
calendar as shown in Table 2, and separated them into two categories “Qingming
in February” (Qingming day in Chinese calendar’s February), and “Qingming in
March” (Qingming day in Chinese calendar’s March). Then, the temperature data
from  Pinglin  station  was  used  to  analyze  “Qingming  in  February’s”  and
Qingming  in  March’s”  similarities  and  the  differences  of  the  temperature
distribution from 1990 to 2016. According to figure 9, it can be found that the
March’s average temperatures of the “Qingming in February” were higher than
“Qingming in March’s”. The preliminary interpretation would be “Qingming in
February” was the reason that  tea leaf  could be picked earlier  in the Pinglin
region. 

Year Calendar Chinese
C l d

Year Calendar Chinese Calendar

1991 April 5th February 21 2005 April 5th February 27

1992 April 4th March 2nd
2006 April 5th March 8th

1993 April 5th March 14 2007 April 5th February 18

1994 April 5th February 25 2008 April 4th February 28

1995 April 5th March 6 2009 April 4th March 9th

1996 April 4th February 17 2010 April 5th February 21

1997 April 5th February 28 2011 April 5th March 3rd 

1998 April 5th March 9 2012 April 4th March 14

1999 April 5th February 19 2013 April 4th February 24

2000 April 4th February 30 2014 April 5th March 6th

2001 April 5th March 12 2015 April 5th February 17

2002 April 5th February 23 2016 April 4th February 27

2003 April 5th March 4th 2017 April 4th March 8th
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2004 April 4th February 15 (Leap)

Table 2: Reference table for the dates of the Qingming Festival on the calendar and
Chinese calendar from 1991 to 2017

Figures 9: Temperature anomaly of Central Weather Bureau Pinglin Station from 1990
to 2016

However, despite the tea industry in Pinglin produces “Qingxin Oolong tea” as
the primary product. Different regions do not just produce one breed of tea. Teas
are separated based on their production period into the early-maturity breed, mid-
maturity breed, and late-maturity breed. In the Spring tea production season, the
production period of the early-maturity Four Season tea is approximately at the
end of March. It is followed by the mid-maturity breed such as Taiwan Tea No.
12  (Jinxuan),  and  Taiwan  Tea  No.  13  (Cuiyu).  The  late-maturity  breed  of
Qingxin Oolong’s production period is  approximately between April  to May.
Which kind of tea’s production period does this proverb predict? By conducting
interviews,  reviewing  the  tea  farmers’  field  operation  records,  and  using  the
climate data, which breed this proverb is predicting and its accuracy in Pinglin
region was analyzed. 
To verify this proverb’s applicability, we interviewed the tea farmers, merchants,
and factories in Pinglin region. During the interview process, Tiantai Tea’s uncle
Jinzhi mentioned that “Teas are available during the grave visit season in the past
years”. It shows there were spring teas made available before the Qingming day,
which obviously does not  coincide with this proverb’s saying of  the tea  leaf
picking date would fall before and after the Qingming day. Thus, according to
uncle Jinzhi’s tea leaf picking record since 1991 and Jingyuan Tea’s tea leaf
picking record since 2010 (Table 3, and Figure 10), almost all the early-maturity
breed of Four Season tea was picked before Qingming and the only exceptions
were in 2008, 2011, 2016, and 2017 when the Four Season tea was picked after
Qingming occurred. The mid-maturity breed, Jinxuan was only picked before the

Monthly average 
temperature anomaly

Qingming in 
February
Qingming in March

Month
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Qingming in 2002 and after  the Qingming in the rest  of the years.  The late-
maturity breed of Qingxin Oolong was all picked after the Qingming day. 

Breed
Year Four

Season A
Four

Season B
Jinxuan A Jinxuan B Qingxin

Oolong A
Qingxin

Oolong B
Qingxin

Oolong C
Qingxin

Oolong D

1991 March 11

1992

1993 March 25

1994 April 4th 

1995

1996 March 28

1997 March 21

1998

1999 March 24

2000

2001 February
28

2002 March 25 April 2nd 

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007 March 15 April 11

2008 April 11 April 20

2009

2010 March 23 April 12 April 11

2011 April 16 April 26 April 29 May 1st 

2012  March 28 April 25 April 14 April 15 April 21

2013 March 26 April 8 April 7 April 8 April 13 April 9

2014 April 1st April 12 April 13 April 21 April 19 April 22

2015 March 29 April 1st April 15 April 22 April 19 April 17 April 22

2016 April 9th April 12 April 15 April 20 April 29 April 24 May 2nd

2017 April 9th April 22 April 23 May 2nd May 2nd May 4th 
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Table 3: Records of Tiantai Tea’s and Jingyuan Tea’s spring tea picking dates from
1991 to 2017

Figures 10: Distribution charts of the spring tea picking dates by Tiantai Tea and
Jingyuan Tea from 1991 to 2017

Thus, Four Season tea is selected as the breed to verify the proverb since it has
more years of picking time distributed before and after the Qingming day. It is
found that there are 11 years fit the proverb among the 17 years of time with
records.  To separate the  years  of  “Qingming in February” and “Qingming in
March”, there are 11 years of record with “Qingming in February” and as high as
81.8% fit the proverb. There are six years of record with “Qingming in March”,
and merely 33.3% fit  the proverb.  Judging by the interview and the tea  leaf
picking records, it seems to pick Four Season tea before the Qingming day is
considered  “normal”  in  Pinglin  region.  Therefore,  what  is  the  “abnormal”
situation for picking Four Season tea? 

To match the years when Four Season tea was picked after the Qingming day,
2008, 2011, 2016, and 2017 to the proverb, it is found none of these “abnormal”
situations fit the Qingming day in the Chinese calendar’s March. “Qingming in
February” and “Qingming in March” even split 50-50. This proverb has very low
prediction  accuracy  in  special  circumstance.  To  look  further  into  these  four
abnormal  years’  temperature  conditions,  low  temperature  in  February  was
discovered in 2008, 2016, and 2017. The temperature in 2011 was low across the
spring, especially in March (see figure 11). Thus, it can be suggested to the tea
industry  in  Pinglin  to  use  the  weather  forecast  of  whether  the  spring’s
temperature is high or low to predict the picking of the spring tea. 

Four Season tea
Jinxuan
Qingxin Oolong

D
at

e

Qingming Day

5/15

5/5

4/25

4/15

4/5

3/26

3/16

3/6

2/24
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Figures 11: Anomaly of the average monthly temperature from the previous winter to
the spring of years with late picked Four Season Tea

3. Lip-chhun loh-ho thau chheng-beng
Lip-chhun loh-ho thau chheng-beng, this proverb has two explanations. The first
is about forecast which indicates if it rains on “Lichun day”, then it will rain
often  until  the  Qingming day.  Spring likes  sunny and not  raining,  especially
dislike thunders. The second explanation is to describe a phenomenon; it says the
rain continues from Lichun to Qingming.  To verify the first  explanation,  the
“rain on Lichun” is defined first and use it as a parameter for an examination.
There are two types of “more rain”: “more rainfall” and “more rainy day” for
verifications. As for the definition of “raining on Lichun”, since the variance of
whether the day of Lichun was raining was too big, the parameter was changed
from raining on the day of Lichun to raining on the day of Lichun or the day
before Lichun when deciding the parameter. Another parameter was set which is
Lichun’s rainfall  and three days prior  are included as well.  The climate data
comes from the record of Pinglin Station from 2001 to 2017. The time for spring
rain was taken from the day of Lichun to Qingming, a total of 60 days of data. 

CASE1  Rain on Lichun or the day before Lichun + Spring rainfall cumulation
CASE2  Rain on Lichun or the day before Lichun + Number of rainy day in
spring

High amount of spring
rainfall

High number of rainy days in
spring

Rainfall cumulated 3 days
before Lichun

Rain on Lichun or the day
before Lichun
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Figures 12: Lichun (Beginning of Spring) with rain, the year’s rainfall and rainy day
charts

In figure 12, squares represent the year that rained. The figure shows if it rained
on the two days range of Lichun, then that year’s rainfall and the number of the
rainy days would be close to the medium value, and it was less likely to have
extreme values occurring. 

CASE3  3-days rainfall cumulation before Lichun + Cumulated spring rainfall
CASE4  3-days rainfall cumulation before Lichun + Number of rainy days in
spring

Figures 13: Three-day cumulation of rainfall prior to Lichun (Beginning of Spring) and
their respective spring rain cumulation or number of rain days from 2001 to 2016

Figure  13  is  each  year’s  Three-day  cumulation  of  rainfall  prior  to  Lichun

Square – Whether it  rains on the day of  Lichun or  the day
before Lichun

Cumulated rainfall

Number of rainy days

DAY

YEAR

Number of rainy daysCumulated spring rainfall 3-day cumulation of rainfall
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(Beginning of Spring) and their respected spring rain cumulation or number of
rain days. There is not a consistent relationship between the variables. And the
correlation analysis from figures 14 and 15 shows the correlation is very low.
The spring season’s rainfall or the number of rainy days has no relationship to
the cumulation of rainfall during Lichun. 

Figures 14: Correlation analysis of three-day cumulation of rainfall prior to Lichun and
numbers of spring-rain rainy days 

Figures 15: Correlation analysis of three-day cumulation of rainfall prior to Lichun and
cumulation of spring-rain rainfall

Thus, from figures 12 and 13 above, regardless of which parameters, it can be
seen that there is no correlation between raining on Lichun and having more rain
until  the Qingming. These parameters cannot predict whether this season will
have more rain, but we do not rule out there may be some other parameters that
are able to predict. 
The second explanation is a climate phenomenon which says there is more rain
from Lichun to the Qingming period. Other than verifying whether it is true in
Pinglin,  an observation that  such a phenomenon would change under climate
change is needed. 

 3-day cumulation (mm) of rainfall prior to Lichun

Number of rainy days

3-day cumulation (mm) of rainfall prior to Lichun

Spring rainfall
cumulation (mm)
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Average number of monthly rainfall hours from 2001 to 2016

Months
Figures 16: Average number of monthly rainfall hours from 2001 to 2016

Average monthly rainfall from 2001 to 2016

Months

Figure 17: Average monthly rainfall from 2001 to 2016

Figure 16 is the average number of monthly rainfall hours from 2001 to 2016. It
can be seen that the rainfall hours in winter was actually more than the spring
rain  season  (February  and  March),  and  it  clearly  shows the  rainfall  hours  is
decreasing as the summer approaches. And 錯誤 !  找不到參照來源, spring rain
is in fact a period with less rainfall in a year. In summary, spring rain is less in rainfall
amount but long in rainfall hours. Thus, the proverb refers to the rainy hour is long
from Lichun to Qingming. 

Rainy Hours(hr)

Rainfall (mm)

Rainfall (mm)

Spring rainfall

year
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Figures 18: Average spring-rain rainfall from 2001 to 2016

Figures 19: Average number of spring-rain rainy days from 2001 to 2016

Figures 20: Cumulation of spring-rain and yearly hours from 2001 to 2016

Figures  18  and  19  show each  year’s  spring  rainfall  and  rainy  day  statistics
respectively. The data shows both have a slow but increasing trend. Also, it can
be seen that the spring rainfall had big variations. Figure 20 is the cumulated
spring rainy hours and total rainy hours, which also present an increasing trend.
However, to identify a trend, it will require more years of data in order to have
higher credibility for any kind of statistics. With the current figures, it is evident
that the recent years’ data shows a slowly increasing phenomenon indeed. 

Average Spring rainfall Spring rainy days Rain hours in Feb. and Mar.

2001 181 29 157

Spring rainy day

Rainy day (days)

year

Hours

year

Annual rain hours

Linear (annual rain hours) Linear (Spring rain hours)
Spring rain hours
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2002 129.5 23 128

2003 101.5 22 102

2004 395 29 235

2005 579.5 36 341

2006 291 29 224

2007 360.5 32 182

2008 325.5 37 295

2009 209.5 31 140

2010 316 22 177

2011 237.5 33 239

2012 373 31 295

2013 135 38 167

2014 402.5 30 292

2015 279.5 25 212

2016 404 32 324

Table 4: Spring-rain rainfall, rain days, and rain hours of February and March from 2001
to 2016

（Yellow highlight is El Niño’s following spring, Blue highlight is La Niña’s following spring）

2001-2016 Average Spring
rainfall

Spring rainy days Spring rain
cumulated hours

El Niño 336.1 27.4 231.2
Normal Year 274.7142857 30.28571429 195.4285714
La Niña 279.25 32.5 246.5
Table 5: Average spring-rain rainfall, rain days, and rain hours of El Niño, normal year

and La Niña from 2001 to 2016

Since the peak of El Niño occurs in winter, the standard to judge whether it
is El Niño is to see the ONI value in winter which is at least greater than 0.8 and
continues to the following February (greater than 0.5). Table 5 shows that the
rainfall would be more but rain days would be fewer in El Niño. During La
Niña, although the rainfall would be similar to the normal year, the rainy days
would be more than average, and the cumulated hours are highest. Thus, it is
important to pay attention to the time and the arrangement of the tea leaf picking
during La Niña. 

Summary
1. There  is  no  significant  correlation  between  Lichun’s  change  and  the

followed spring rain season, but the spring rain’s rainy hours, rainy days,
and rainfall all show an increasing trend. 
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2. During spring tea season, more attention needs to be paid to El Niño and La
Niña. The rainfall in El Niño increases but it is not even; the rainy days and
hours are more during La Niña, which will  require more attention when
arranging tea  leaf  picking.  The humidity  is  also  higher  during the  rain,
which needs to be more careful when making teas. 

4. Jit thau sang suann, bina tsai tsang sui koh buah

The correction on the wording of this proverb 
The original saying was “Ri tou song shan, ming tian zong suo zai pi; chun mong
zhao di, jiu hui hao tian”. It was selected from the promotional material “Tea’s
home town, Pinglin”, made by the Cultural Affairs Bureau of the New Taipei
City Government. We updated the proverb with the recommended characters of
Taiwanese word, and separated it into the first and second half. The second half
of the proverb “chun mong zhao di, jiu hui hao tian” has a close relationship with
another proverb studied in this project “Chhun bong phak si kui, ha bong cho toa
bhui”; thus it will not be discussed here. The first half “Jit thau sang suann, bina
ah zai tsang sui tei lai mah” is the focus of this section.

Proverb explanation
To separate and explain each word in “Jit thau sang suann, bina ah zai tsang sui
tei lai mah”, one can know that “Jit thau sang suann” does not only mean the
evening hours. It is the view of the evening sunlight projected on the mountains.
“Bina ah zai tsang sui tei lai mah” has a meaning of forecasting an overcast and
rainy for the following day, so a raincoat is worn just in case. Thus, this proverb
indicates if the weather is good during the evening hour, then the following day’s
weather  will  be  overcast  and rain.  However,  based on weather  knowledge,  a
good evening does not mean the next day would be overcast and rain; thus, this
proverb cannot be an accurate weather forecast. 

Proverb verification
During  the  interview process  with  the  tea  farmers,  we  discovered  they  have
different point of views on the proverb after “Jit thau sang suann”: Some believes
after Jit thau sang suann, the next day would be sunny, others said it needs to
look up to the sky and identify the clouds pattern in order to predict the next
day’s weather. We think these different points of view are quite interesting and
the latter point of view is valuable for consideration. Thus, the latter point of
view was included in this study as the main research direction. 
Based on the interview records, this report mainly analyzed two evening weather
patterns  which  the  tea  farmers  consider  having  the  possibility  to  predict  the
weather  as  the  main  research  content.  Both  weather  patterns  have  their  own
matching ancient proverbs respectively; they can be verified all  together. The
two weather patterns are “crimson sky”, and “fish-scale clouds”.

1. “Crimson sky”
When the  sky shows crimson red,  which  is  called “yan zhi  hong” in  the
ancient proverb. It is like the “yan zhi” makeup; the cloud turns to have a
warmer  color  tone.  The  science  behind  “yan  zhi  hong”  is  about  sunlight
scattering  in  the  atmosphere.  When  sunlight  entering  the  atmosphere,  the
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short wave lights such as blue and purple are more easily scattered by the
water vapor and dust in the atmosphere. When the sun sets in the west, the
sunlight  needs  to  pass  a  thicker  layer  of  atmosphere  when  entering  the
atmosphere; thus, having a higher degree of scattering makes sunset appear to
have orange and red color tone. If the evening air contains more dust and
water vapor, then the scattering will be very obvious and visible to the naked
eyes. The sunset will appear to have a vivid and warmer color tone in red. The
combination  of  a  high  density  of  dust  and  water  vapor  will  increase  the
chance of condensation in the high altitude and further increase the chance of
rain. The matching ancient proverb is “Ri luo yan zhi hong, wu yu ye you
feng”.

Figures 21: Illustration of sunlight scattering routes

However, rainfall is under the influence of multiple conditions. Judging by a
single condensation effect cannot predict the future’s overcast and raining
weather with one hundred percent accuracy. Thus, the weather pattern of “Ri
luo yan zhi hong” can merely refer to a higher chance of rain and can serve
as a reference for whether to prepare an umbrella when going out in the
following day. 

2.  “Fish-scale clouds”
When observing a neatly arranged array of cloud like fish-scales in the sky, it
is possible seeing “altocumulus translucidus”, or “cumulus clouds”. The base
attitude of  the  altocumulus is  between 2,000 meters  to  6,100 meters.  The
altocumulus translucidus has a visible cloud body with a neat array, and one
can see the blue sky through the cracks. Cumulus clouds are formed at an
even higher altitude which is approximately above 6,000 meters. The cumulus
clouds also appear to be neatly arranged but have a smaller and lighter body
visually. Both types of clouds form in a higher altitude, which means there
are no other types of clouds blocking the view when one can observe these
two types of the cloud with naked eyes; both types of clouds are translucent
as well.  Therefore, it  is  usually sunny weather when seeing them. Then it
came with the ancient proverb, “Tian shang yu lin ban, di shang shai gu bu
yong fan”. 

Sunlight (evening)

Surface

Atmosphere 

Sunlight (day)
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Figures 22: Altocumulus translucidus                

Figures 23: Cumulus Clouds

However, another proverb states “Yu lin tian, wu yu ye feng dian”, which
means if the sky has clouds like fish scales, then the weather follows will be
windy even when there is no rain, rather unstable weather. Yet, altocumulus
translucidus and cumulus clouds both occur with other types of clouds; it is
limited to predict the weather with just a single type of cloud. To focus on
the interpretation of the “Yu lin tian” weather pattern, one should continue
tracking  the  change  of  the  cloud  upon  observation.  If  the  altocumulus
translucidus or cumulus clouds increase or grow thicker, then the weather
may turn overcast with a possibility of rain; if both types of clouds maintain
at  minimum  or  decreasing,  then  the  future  weather  would  be  relatively
stable. 

Summary
To combine the study of the two weather patterns above, “Jit thau sang suann, bina ah
zai tsang sui tei lai mah” can be updated and expanded to two new proverbs: 

“Jit thau sang suann yan zhi hong, bina ah zai tsang sui tei lai mah”
“Jit thau sang suann yu lin tian, bian bo hao tian, bian hou ze huai tian”. 

When talking about these two proverbs, we also inform the tea farmers that if they
want to predict the next day’s weather, they can look up the sky during the sunset hours
to see the colors in the sky and the cloud’s pattern. Even though it cannot be entirely
positive,  it  can  be  relied  on  to  determine  the  weather’s  possible  trend.  If  field
management or tea leaf picking is scheduled on the next day, then weather pattern
observation can be an auxiliary supplement in addition to watch the weather forecast.
One can not only observe the sky, but also enjoy nature’s ever-changing beauty. 
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5.  “Chhun bong phak si kui, ha bong cho toa bhui”
(1) Proverb explanation 

Bong1: Fog
Phak: exposure to sun
Cho toa bhui: flood occurring. 
The full proverb means: if there is fog in spring, then the weather will be
sunny with a lot of exposure to sunshine. On the other hand, it will rain a
lot and cause flooding when there is fog during the summer. 

 (2) Types of fogs
There  are  many  reasons  causing  the  fog  to  appear.  The  proverb’s
mechanism  is  to  summarize  all  the  complicated  factors  and  their
interacting results to produce a behavior guiding creed. Thus, all the
possible factors have to be analyzed first before matching the results to
the seasonal separation that the proverb describes, or to see if there are
parts  being  neglected  in  order  to  achieve  a  greater  chance  to  be
beneficial  for  the  tea  farmers’  strategy-making  according  to  the
phenomenon that the proverb indicates. The following are the types of
fogs with a high chance of occurrence in the Pinglin region. 

Forming reason Possible environmental conditions for
occurrences

Radiation
fog

Ground  cooling  off
and forms temperature
inversion,
condensation
occurring  if  there  are
enough  water  vapors
on the ground

Temperature varies during day and night,
stable air current

Advection
fog

Humid  air  passing
through  a  low
temperature  region,
e.g.  air  current
flowing  from  low-
altitude at sea level to
a high-altitude region

Air  current  is  wet  enough  and  the
temperature gap is large enough between
the passing regions

Frontal fog Before the front: warm

air  rise  then  cools  off,

rain  and  evaporate

becoming  fog  when

encountering cold air.
After  the  front:  the
water  vapors  within
the  warm  air
condensing  after
encountering coldness

Regions where the front passing through

1  ” Bong” has two meanings commonly used in Taiwanese. The first is to describe when the fog
appears, the second is to describe drizzling. Here, it is not likely to describe the latter, because if the
weather is raining, then it should not have a weather with over exposure to sunlight.
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Evaporation
fog

Cold  airflow  passing
through  warm  water,
with  enough  vapor  it
condenses to fog

Late  autumn ~  early  winter,  with  large
area  of  water,  the  region’s  temperature
drops slower than the air

Upslope
fog

Humid  air  current
passing  upslope
causing  adiabatic
expansion  then
condensed  after
cooling

Slopes by oceans

Valley fog Air temperature drops
rapidly  at  night  and
descends to the valley
to  cool  the  water
vapor in the valley to
condensation

With  enough  water  vapor  and  a  valley
with enough height drop

Table 6: Types of fog which are more commonly seen in the Pinglin region: Radiation
fog, Advection fog, Frontal fog, Evaporation fog, Upslope fog, and Valley fog

(3) Weather background of the proverb 
      In terms of Taiwan region, in early spring, there is high pressure coming

from China stranded in South-East along the shore, which causes Taiwan’s
western  half  to  have  fewer  clouds  and  sunny.  In  addition,  due  to  the
temperature differences between the day and night, the ground level cools
down rapidly, and the air at the ground is colder than the air at a higher
altitude, so it is difficult to have convection. As long as there is enough
humidity, fog will form from condensation with stable air current. Once the
sun rises and the ground temperature rises, the inversion level (the higher
altitude is colder in general; the warm air in the top and cold air in the
bottom is called inversion) is broken and the fog is cleared. Therefore, the
spring fog and sunny day are related. 
Since  the  front  with  rainy  weather  is  behind  the  high  pressure  in  the
Northern China or Yangtze River region, which is far away from Taiwan
when this kind of fog appears, thus the good weather can continue to more
than three or four days in Taiwan. 
In summer with a higher ground temperature and short night duration, it is
less likely to have fog appearing due to radiation. If fog occurs, it must mean
there is a warm and humid air current moving in from foreign places and
having contact with cold and warm airs at the same time. Thus, when there is
heavy fog in May or June, it means the plum rain front is heading south from
China’s Yangtze River or South-East shore. Although it is uncommon to see
heavy fog in  the  Taiwan region during summer,  there  are  actually  more
heavy fog situations in Kinmen and Matsu regions in summer than in spring.
When the plum rain front heads south toward Taiwan, heavy rainfalls are
common in many places. 
Taiwan’s plum rain season ends after  June on the Chinese calendar,  and
Taiwan’s  weather  at  sea  level  starts  to  be  dictated  by  subtropical  high
pressure and the continuous sunny and hot weather begins. The chance of
fog  decreases  drastically,  and  rainfall  only  comes  during the  afternoon’s
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thunderstorms and typhoons. 
However, the generalization of phenomena cannot be fitting in every place
with 100%. For example, Pinglin region has both characteristics of a valley
and  a  watershed,  which  is  very  different  from the  characteristics  of  the
weather at the ground. Thus, by analyzing the principle of fogging under
different environment can highlight the true meaning of the proverb to help
us understand the influence of the weather phenomenon around us. 
It is a shame that there is no manned station in Pinglin to obtain fog’s data.
Thus, the following uses Yushan and Taoyuan Airport stations to compare
the  fogging  pattern  in  the  mountain  and  on  the  ground  with  a  hope  to
establish a certain level of representation to indicate the possible situations
in the Pinglin region. 

(4) Examples from two stations
After years of observation, it can be discovered that there are four different
fog seasons regularly in a year for Yushan station.  
 Consecutive for several days to over 10 days of continuous fogging
 Fogging only in the afternoon
 No fogging for consecutive days
 Periodic fogging accompanied by the front’s arrival
By analyzing the physical factors of these four categories, the representation
of the fogging patterns in the mountains can be shown.
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A. Consecutive for several days to over 10 days of continuous fogging

The horizontal axis is the date, and the 
vertical axis is the time. The grayed block
is the observed fobbing hour. The solid 
black grid means the humidity is larger 
than 90% measured by the automated 
station on the northern side on the 
Hehuan Mountain during the particular 
time. The objective is to compare whether
the front will influence fogging events on 
different altitudes.
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Using 2014 as an example, the statistical data of February to June shows
almost every day had fog from morning to evening. To refer to the rainfall
statistics,  the  Yushan  region’s  rainfall  mostly  concentrated  between
February to June except for the influence of typhoons at the end of July and
the end of September. The plum rain season in May and June was especially
obvious. This means the fogging events had an obvious correlation with the
water vapors brought by the fronts, the possible types of fog were advection
fog or frontal fog. 

B.  Fogging only in the afternoon 

The plum rain season already passed after midsummer and Taiwan island is

January February March April May June July August September October November December

Yushan Station’s Daily Rainfall of 2014
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under  the  subtropical  high-pressure  system;  the  amount  of  water  vapor
entering decreased other than brought by typhoons. The fogging event in the
mountain during this period is caused by its own weather system. From the
statistical  data  in the figures above,  it  can be seen that  the fogging time
mostly happened in the afternoon. The reason is the water vapor in the valley
needs to rise through convection in the morning before adiabatic expansion
can happen for the fogging. The fog referred here is what can be observed as
a cloud from the ground level.

C. No fogging for consecutive days

D. Periodic fogging accompanied by the front’s arrival

This  fog  season  and  the  first  one  introduced  are  difficult  to  distinguish.
Other than continuous in time, both fogging events are consecutive in days

For the  Yushang region,  there  is  a  dry
period  when  summer  turns  to  autumn.
The  humidity  is  extremely  low  during
this time in the mountain; thus, fogging
does not occur. 
It  is  worth  to  mention  that  a  similar
phenomenon  also  occurs  in  Hehuan
mountain on the northern side.  
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and  occurring  from  the  morning  to  the  evening.  According  to  the
temperature’s statistical data (bottom right), the figure’s axes are date and
time,  and the darker  the shade,  the lower the  temperature  at  the time of
measurement. It can be discovered that the low temperature in January and
the  time of  fogging are  matched to  a  very  high degree.  Thus,  it  can  be
deduced that the occurrences of fogging event during this time frame were
due to the humidity brought by the cold front. The difference from the first
category is that the cold front does not bring advection fog since the internal
temperature of the air mass is lower to begin with. 
Based on the analysis above, the humid period from A. and the front of D.
are the influence of the external weather system, the time of water vapor
entering Taiwan is not fixed, which is similar to the advection fog of the
summer on the ground. However, the fogging events in the mountains during
the spring season are also caused by the external air mass and they are not
radiation fog. Therefore, it is difficult to predict whether it will rain based on
fogging. 

In comparison, the fogging events observed by the Taoyuan Airport station
all concentrated during winter, and spring seasons, which fits the time of the
radiation fog’s appearance according to the proverb (figure below).

Figure 1 Percentage of monthly fog days in a year from 1979 to 2012 at Taoyuan Airport

Also, based on the statistics of the wind speed and direction, it shows the
airflow was relatively stable when fogging happened at Taoyuan Airport,
which fit the condition of the forming of radiation fog. The site’s southwest,
west, northwest, north, and northeast all facing the Taiwan strait, which is
beneficial for humidity to enter the airport. The frequency of fogging was
highest when the wind blew from the north softly. In comparison, Linkou
Plateau and hills are situated east and southeast of the airport, and the chance
of fogging is not high when the wind comes from the east or southeast. 
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Figure 3 Average wind speed in Taoyuan Airport in the fog

Figure 4 Frequency of the wind directions of Taoyuan Airport in the fog

(5) Summary
Based on the analysis above, it can be deduced the fogging events on the
plain fit more to the proverb’s description than the mountains’ do. Taiwan is
located in the region where a continent borders oceans; when there is cold
air coming from the Northwest near the ground level and warm air coming
from the East or South, these two combining will have a longer fog season
easily.  The  influences  of  subtropical  high  pressure  and  continental  high
pressure have the same significance during this time. The fogging events in
the mountain areas have less connection to this climate system. 
Nevertheless,  Pinglin  region  has  the  characteristics  of  both,  thus  the
determination of the fogging events’ influence to tea making depends on the
tea factory’s locations. 
Starting from the types of fog explained in section 2, the possible weather
pattern at the tea factories’ sites and their influences to tea are summarized
below. 

Pinglin region’s
environment

Influences to the tea
making

Evaporation fog Higher  chances  to  occur With  cold  wind  blowing,
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along rivers the fermentation process is
slowed, but may speed up
the drying process outdoor

Upslope fog Possible  occurrences  on
slopes

With  incoming  water
vapor, it affects the drying
process

Valley fog Possible  occurrences  in
valleys

Incoming cold airs  during
the night time, it may slow
down  the  fermentation
process

Radiation fog Higher chance to occur on
the  leeward  side,
depending  on  the  valley’s
direction

With  stable  airflow  and
low  temperature,  the
fermentation  process  will
not go too fast

Advection fog Windward,  depending  on
the valley’s direction

High humidity may hinder
the drying process, and the
fermentation  process  may
go  too  fast  if  there  are
winds

Frontal fog Entirely possible High humidity may hinder
the drying process

Table 7: Tea factories’ locations, the potential weather patterns and their influences to
tea

IV. New Proverbs
El Niño is used by the fishermen in Peru, South America, to describe that the sea
temperature near  Peru’s  region is  abnormally warm around Christmas time.  Under
normal year’s circumstance, the wind blows from the east around the equator region on
the ocean’s surface, and the cold seawater rises from the bottom. The warmer seawater
would be around the West Pacific. The primary area of rainfall also located in the west
for tropical regions. However, the east wind weakened every two to seven years, and
the warm seawater is distributed further east comparing to the normal years. Followed
by warm seawater moving eastward comparing to the normal year, the cold seawater’s
flow is also weakened. The primary rainfall of the tropical regions moves eastward.
When La Niña occurs, the wind blows stronger from the east in the equator regions;
warmer seawater is near the Pacific West; and the primary rainfall moves westward for
the tropical regions. 

Despite the occurrence of El Niño that is near the equator on the Pacific Ocean, it will
affect the weather globally. Even though Taiwan is not located in the primary zone
affected by El Niño, and yet the stronger El Niño and La Niña can potentially affect
the Taiwan region. During the year with strong El Niño, it is easier to have a warm
winter in Taiwan; when combining with a stronger southwest wind in the following
year, then the spring rainfall will be more than usual. However, El Niño’s influence is
slightly different among each place in Taiwan. Let’s review the analyzed result of the
proverbs. In terms of the temperature, we discovered that before 2005, the year with
“Tang zhe ti goeh-thau” matched La Niña and resulted in colder winters and warmer
springs.  The  year  with  “Tang  zhe  ti  goeh-boe”  matched  El  Niño  and  resulted  in
warmer winters and colder springs. After 2005, “Tang zhe ti tiong-yang” showed a
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situation of colder winters and warmer springs. In terms of rainfall, from 2001 to 2016,
the rainfalls were slightly more but the rainy days were slightly fewer in El Niño; the
rainy days were slightly more, and the cumulated rainfall hours were more in La Niña. 

El Niño and La Niña obviously affected the weather in Pinglin. If there is no obvious
cold season and the following spring rainfall  increases  in El  Niño,  it  would cause
disturbance during the tea’s sleep and affect the spring tea’s quality. In La Niña, if the
following spring’s rainy day and hour increase, it would affect the time to pick tea
leaves  and  the  grasp  of  weather  conditions  during  the  tea  making.  Under  climate
change, global warming may increase the occurrence of El Niño and severely affect
the tea industry in Pinglin; on top of the issue of a severe shortage of tea picking
labors, it further increases the risk for the tea industry facing the climate change. Thus,
we created a new proverb “Shing ying n alai, mann dei qiang gong pai an bai”, to
remind the Pinglin’s tea makers paying attention to El Niño in order to prepare ahead
to react to the weather anomaly. 

Figures 24: A reminder of a new proverb for the tea industry in Pinglin “Shing ying n
alai, mann dei qiang gong pai an bai”

V. Feedbacks and Suggestions from the Teachers and the 
Residents

We conducted a presentation in the Pinglin library and invited all the Pinglin residents
and teachers for their presence. The residents and teachers all provided a lot of superb
feedbacks and practical suggestions. They are listed as the following:
 Resident  teacher  Yang:  Since  the  proverbs  are  pronounced  in  Taiwanese,  it  is

recommended to write the proverbs with the recommended Taiwanese characters in
order to enhance the accuracy. For example in “Ri tou song shan, ming tian zong
suo zai  pi”;  “ming  tian”  should  be  corrected  as  “bina  ah  zai”;  “pi”  should  be
corrected as “mah”; and “zai” does not fit the sematic, so it can be changed to “tei
lai” (means to bring it). 

 Teacher JP: The following two proverbs can be combined. “Tang zhe ti goeh-thau,
ou koa ti ni-tau; Tang zhe ti tiong-yang, bo she koh bo sng; Tang zhe ti goeh-boe,
ou koa chia li goeh” and “Li goeh chheng beng ban te chheng-beng jit, sa goeh
chheng-beng ban te ban chap kang”.

 Teacher Weiting: “Chhun bong phak si kui, ha bong cho toa bhui”, this proverb can

“Shing ying n alai, mann dei qiang gong pai
an bai”

Affecting the time of tea picking,
and the weather condition of the

tea making

An increase of following
spring’s rainy days and

hours 

Tea’s sleep is affected, it
might compromise spring tea’s

quality

No obvious cold season, an
increase of the following

spring rainfall 

El Niño La Niña
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be verified by the relative humidity. 
 Residents and teachers: The proverbs give one-half month prediction, students can

find proverbs that predict a shorter range such as “Chu yi luo chu er san, chu san
luo dao yue ban”, and “ding kan chu san, xia kan shi ba”. 

 Ms. Yunlan Chen: 
- “Tang zhe ti goeh-thau, ou koa ti ni-tau; Tang zhe ti tiong-yang, bo she koh

bo sng; Tang zhe ti goeh-boe, ou koa chia li goeh”: It can see the temperature
on a day scale. 

- “Li goeh chheng beng ban te chheng-beng jit, sa goeh chheng-beng ban te
ban chap kang”: The interesting thing on this part is its relationship with the
low temperature in February and March on the calendar. Nevertheless, the tea
leaf picking was done mostly after the Qingming day. The other factors should
still be investigated. 

- “Lip-chhun loh-ho thau chheng-beng”: No relevance to Lichun day is a clear
conclusion arrived which is also very good. If the emphasis was switched to
discuss the long-term trend of spring rain and its influence on tea, then it is
worth a discussion. 

- Finally, the discussion around El Niño was also excellent, and it is suggested
to look at the following three perspectives: (1) The harm done by the coldness
in January and February,  (2)  The rainfalls  and rainy days of  February and
March, (3) The cumulative temperature and number of days with high and low
temperatures of February, March, and April. 

VI.  Reflections and Expansions 
1. “Li goeh chheng beng ban te chheng-beng jit, sa goeh chheng-beng ban te ban chap

kang”:
(1) The proverb circulated around the Pinglin region is  different  from the version

found on the internet. Even though the proverb was originated from the Chinese
region,  but  perhaps  it  can  be  expanded  to  compare  the  similarity  and  the
difference with other tea regions’ climate data and the record of tea picking dates.

(2) The late Qingxin Oolong’s picking time has become a trend in recent years.
Why the  tea  picking  time  is  delayed  under  global  warming?  Also,  Qingxin
Oolong is the bulk of Pinglin’s tea industry, perhaps a more delicate exploration
of Qingxin Oolong as the subject and combining with a cumulative temperature
model in the future is possible.

2. “Jit thau sang suann, bina ah zai tsang sui tei lai mah”: 
(1) Whether there are regional differences: When searching the information on the

internet, it is discovered that there are many proverbs begin with “jit thau sang
suann” in Mainland China, and the second half of the proverbs predicts both
raining  and  sunny  days  among  them.  Since  the  information  does  not  have
credible sources and some of them even come from content farms; thus, this
study did not include regional differences into consideration. Nevertheless, do
these proverbs have differences due to the respective geographical location of
the provinces? If a field trip can be conducted in China to gather data, perhaps
there will be different findings. 

(2) Are there other  weather  patterns that  are predictive:  This  study selected two
weather patterns to focus on based on the inspiration from the interviews with
the tea farmers. Therefore, both weather patterns are unique and can be used to
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verify the related ancient proverbs. These research materials focused on the two
types of weather patterns. Due to the time constrain, we did not tap into other
weather patterns which can predict the next day’s weather. This part can be a
further study for the future perhaps. 

(3) Data limitation: The cloud patterns are only observed at manned stations. So we
collected the data such as 2016’s cloud pattern records and rainfall from Taipei
station to see whether there is a patterned weather change after the appearance of
altocumulus translucidus or cumulus clouds. This part can be a further study for
the future perhaps.

3. Lip-chhun loh-ho thau chheng-beng
(1) This  proverb  should  refer  to  a  general  weather  characteristic  of  the  Minnan

region. In terms of the trend, the Pinglin’s rainfall’s yearly data is far less than
temperature’s which is unfortunate for the current stage. Perhaps a comparison
can  be  made  in  the  future  on  Pinglin’s  spring  rain  characteristics,  currently
observed trends and the influences to tea with other tea regions in Taiwan. 

(2) In terms of the prediction, this study only hypothesized two parameters for the
purpose of verification; although the result was that this proverb is not suitable
for the present time, it could possibly be that we did not find the right factors,
and more attempts can be done on the parameter’s setting in the future. 
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